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This article presents a new jacobi-like eigenvalue algorithm for non-Hermitian 
almost diagonal n x n matrices. In each step n/2 submatrices of order 2 are diagonal- 
ized. The precautions for the multiple eigenvalues are based on theorems of Fan and 
Hoffman (1954) and Wilkinson (1961). The proof of the quadratic convergence general- 
izes our previous result for distinct eigenvalues. The convergence theorem is pes- 
simistic concerning the region of attraction to a diagonal. The local information 
structure makes the process suitable for parallelization on a hypercube or a systolic 
array. 
In the well-known Jacobi algorithm [6] for the diagonalization of a real 
s ~WTMMC matrix, each of the successive orthogonal similarity transformations 
is designed to annihilate a symmetric pair of off-diagonal elements. The 
ultimately quadratic convergence of this algorithm has been investigated by 
s~ve~~~ authors [7, 8, 14, 151. The update of distinct pairs of rows by 
kiplications can be performed in parallel. 
rmance of the corresponding right multiplications, the 
result is a massively parallel algorithm. In [l-3] a square array of processors 
*This research is part of the VF program “Parallelle Algoritmiek,” D-WMB185-259 
which has been approved by the Netherlands Ministery of Education and Sciences. 
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tith nearest-neighbor communication makes fu!l use of the inherent paral- 
acobi algorithm for the symmetric eigenproblem. 
e deals with a similar parallel computational method for eigen- 
le non- itian matrix A E Gnxn. Our 
quadratic convergent. It is assumed that A is almost 
diagonal. In [II I] a parallel algorithm was developed for sob4ng eigenvah,res of 
almost diagonal matrices with distinct eigenvalues. The extension of that 
is article does not excl ltiple eigenvahres. We assume 
order to avoid inessentr culties in the description of the 
algorithm, we also assume n to be even. The matrix A is the first element Alo) 
of a recursively constructed sequence ( A@)]: 
~a& .s:, in 8 dirpot wm of 2 x 2 unimodular matrices 
T r,k = 
%, k \ +- !!i. k) 
ri,k si,k c m(i.k)’ I ’ -= 1 ,***, n/2. 
( ) 1.1 
( 1 1.2 
f t 
l(i. k) nati, k) 
metrically placed pair ( alti, k), m(i, k), 
on for the choice 
monotonicity eaus 
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Hence in any sweep of n - 1 steps each index pair (i, j) occurs once and on 
once as a pivot pair. 
Without loss of generality we assume the pivots to be generated by a 
caterpillar track [2]. 0 er parallel orderings effectuate the same convergence 
results as those given below. 
For the definition of an adequate concept of almost diagonahty and also for 
the detailed description of the 
D@) and E@) be the diagonal 
set 
and 
process (l.l), we introduce some notation. Let 
and nondiagonal part of Ack) respectively. We 
Ek = I] E@)]] QDp ( 1 1.4 
t =min 
1 
Ihi-X,llXi#xi , 
I 
where &, i = 1,. . . , n, are the eigenvalues of A. Further, 
?k = E&h 
( ) 1.5 
( 1 1.6 
DEFINITION 1.1. A matrix A E @” %” is &go&y dominant with respect 
to the separation q of its spectrum if E = e. < cr) for some c E [0, i). 
In order to develop the estimates for the proof of the quadratic conver- 
gence, we assume A to be diagonally dominant relative to 9. In this section, as 
in Section 2, we use the assumption 
e = Eo < q/10. 
Finally, in Section 3 the stronger condition e. < 
( ) 1.7 
(10~)~ ‘p is used, and leads to 
ua tic convergence, 
r the formulation 
as will be proved. 
cf the a!gurithm we make use of a theorem of Fan and 
an. 
THEOREM 1.2 [S]. ZfX is a t-fold eigenoalw of A, then the inecpulity 
I ai,i ( ) 1.8 
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If A is a t-fold eigenvalue, the inequality (1.8) holds for exactly t indices i, 
as a conseq e assumption (1.7). For otherwise a diagonal element 
&bated to ent ergenvalues would exist, which, according to (1.8), would 
lead to a contradiction with (1.7). Hence if al, I and a,,,, ,., are afffiated to the 
S e eigenvalue k then 
I al,1 - %n,ml c2eo; 
otherwise 
(1.9) 
EFINITION 1.3. The set of index pairs 
I b a&k),l(i,k) - '2(i,k),m(i,k) G 2Ek I 1 3 k 2 0, 
is called the &th set of forbidden pivot pairs. 
y means of we define W) as follows: 
our convergence analysis we use Wilkinson’s estimate for the part of E 
to a ~~~~ti~~e eig nvalue. 
THEOREM 1.4 [IS]. Let I! = I!?(“~ be as &j&ze~ in (1.10). Then 
(1.11) 
and bound t growth of ek, k = 1,. . . , n - P, it is 
e annihilation of 
airs. So we arrive at a t 
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process Alk+r) = S; ‘A(%,, k > 0 The shears 0 . T i. kp i= ,..., 1 n/2, in the 
transformation matrix Sk are defined in the fOllOWing way: 
T i. k 
= 1 0 ( i 0 1’ (I(i>++.k))~./k, 
mnihiliates al(i, k). m(i, k) and %(i. k). l(i. k)* (l(k k), m(i, k)) #]k* 
(1.12) 
Each pivot pair (i, j) is involved in some annihilation step, say in step 
N(i, j) - 1 = N - 1: if (i, j) #JN_1 then a$$) = aj,y) = 0. 
Let us now consider an annihilation by the shear T = Ti, k with det T = 1. 
In order to simplify the description of the annihilating shear T and its 
properties we use a notation without indices, namely 
T-I(; ;)T= (-“, -p’)(; ;)(; If) = (z ;,). (1.13) 
Here p is the (I( i, k), m(i, k)) element of Sk; cy and cxi are the corresponding 
elements of Atk) and Atk+r) respectively, etc. Let 
Y := Ly - /3. ( 1 1.14 
Thus 
or reasons that later will become apparent we annihilate u and y with 
where 
F= fi,k= (1 + 40/W-2)l’2, fieFZ0, ( 1 1.16 
demotes the norm ized discriminant of the quadratics for p’ and Q’. If k = 0, 
T2 
I cq4v-y sg 
(1 - q2; 
(1.17) 
hence 
IFI 2 jl- (,“:“,,,i’“- 
order of the columns in T is made. 
This choice makes it possible to get 
e choice of the parameters y and 6 in 
it f~!!ws that -i& = 2(F + F2) -1 . 
en T has te be the kveMcmnm 
T equals 
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From now on, the term “annihilator” denotes the matrix T of Theorem 
1.5. The main result of this article is the quadratic convergence property in 
Theorem 3.7: 
if eo G (lOfl)-‘q then E,_~ < (Mn + 4)$/q. ( 1 1.20 
The proof of (1.20) requires a precise analysis of the annihilation. In order to 
emphasize that our theorem concerns local convergence, we illustrate the 
limitations of the annihilation process with an example. The eigenvahres of the 
cyclic permutation matrix of order 4 
A= 0 0 1 0 
are S = ejiii12, j_ = 0, i,2,3. So q = ~3 and E = I. There is no ann~hhilation 
that contributes to the decrease of the nondiagonal elements. Although A is 
normal, A is far from Hermitian: II( A - AT)/2 11 F = 2, being the Frobenius 
distance of A to the Hermitian matrices. 
In Section 2 we investigate the first step: A(r) = Si ‘A(‘&,. Section 3 
analyzes the first sweep of n - 1 steps that terminates with A(“- ‘1 = 
S,=l, A(“-2)Sn_2. There we show that e. < @On)- ‘q implies invariant associa- 
tion of diagonal elements a$) with the eigenvahres and that in each step the 
forbidden pivots can be read Corn eo. So once and only once do we need 
global information, namely at the begin of the process. 
Section 3 ends up with the proof of (1.20). 
. T STEP 
is section we investigate the first step A(‘) = §i lA(0)§o. 
e derived for the an ysis of the first sweep. 
es and diagonal eleme remains unchanged in 
so as a consequence of (1.7), at q < (1 + $ro)~o. 
= T pi 0 = ? 
i = 1; * l , n/2. ( 1 2.i 
e ~~~t~v~~ case ccmcerns the submattix ti 
I ‘i I = I ‘2i-l,2i-l - Q2i,2i I 2 rl - 2E(33 
1 
i 
2 
ii+ 
f l- 
(1 - 2q2 
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With simple but tedious calculations one derives, again by monotonicity 
arguments, from 7 < & that 1 9 1, 1 r 1 < 97/T. 
(2.4): 
IImrl = max{lp( + lql,lrl+ (s(]61++2++7d1+$7, 
as follows from (2.2) and (2.3). 
With (2.4) and Theorem 1.4 we find 
THEOREM 2.2. Zfeo G q/10 then 
e, < (1 + $"o)eo. ( 1 2.5 
i #j, 
&, j = 
( 1 2.6 
i=j. 
Now S; ‘ho = (To ‘Ali jTi). Theorem 1.4 gives an upper bound for the 
unannihilated elements cokesponding with forbidden pivot pairs: 
ma 
l<i<n/2 
max{ 1 afl_l,2il, 1 af),2i_1 I) < P:= (1 - 270)-170t0. 
ence with (2.4) and 7. < & 
% g II%-lA^s;,lloo + P G (1 + +o)2Eo + (1 - 270)-l10E0 
f (1 9 &))EO. 
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4 t is easy to ve 
I~$!!-1,2&l - a2i-1,2i-1 1 =ppav-“(1 + q-l! 
< 2T2(1 - 27)-2 
.{I + [1 - 4771 - 2T)2]1’2pYl 
< 1.6r2(v) < Ivl/62, ( 1 2.7 
Iv\ < lb-1-bil +2E0 
I a!?!~-l.2i-l - Q2i-1.2i-1 I G z -=-- 62 ’ ( 1 2.8 
( 1 2.9 
ive analogous results: if q < q/10, 
we make use of 
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THEOREM 3.1. If~o~(lOn)-ll,~~~~r~=Q ,..., rz- 1 
Ek < (n - k)-'q/lo < q/lo. 
Prwf. (3.2) can be proved by induction with (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. zj E() < (lOn)-'9j tk?n 
7n 
Ek < 
7n - 3k 
qJ Q $0, k= O,l,...,n - 1. 
81 
( ) 3.2 
( 1 3.3 
Proof. By (3.1) and the induction hypothesis, 
It is easy to veri& that 
(I+ 7T3k)7nT3k~o< 7n_;I+lp, k=O,.,.,n-1. 
REMARK 3.3. These theorems have the following consequences. 
(i) In conformity with Theorem 2.3, (3.2) implies that the affiliation of the 
diagonal elements to the eigenvalues doesn’t change in the first sweep if 
c() < (log-'q. 
(ii) If u$f] and a$! ,,, are affiliated to the same eigenvalue, then 
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So in each step of the first sweep the global information e. of the initial matrix 
determine the forbidden index pairs. Thus the use of X0 in the 
is no obstruction to parallellization. 
orem 1.4, 
(iv) Finally we mention that the estimates in Theorem 2.1 hold for 
k = 0, 1, . . . , n - 2, i = 1,. . . , n/2, namely 
The transform Alk+l) will be considered to be obtained from A@ in two 
stages. Let pi (4 be the diagonal part of Sk and thus also of St ‘. Then 
A#++) = S,-‘A(k) = pi( + f#, ( 1 3.9 
A#+‘) = A(k+‘/2)S, = A(k+‘/2)H(k) + C(k) = #k)A(k)N(k) + @I, (3.10) 
with 
( ) 3.11 
e elements of (4 and C(‘) can be written as follows: 
cj, l(i. k) = 
r a(k+1/2) i,k ~,m(i.k)r CjfL(i,k) = lfi,,ajf{i!$), j = 1,. . . , ?%. (3.13) 
s guaranteed by 
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Proof. By (3.8) and (3.2), jIH'k)))$ < (1 -I- 5~:)~ 6 1 + $7: < 1 + (n - 
k)-2/60. So II;ziIII#)(l$ <lI,",,(l + $kB2)< Q for Ck”,2k-2 = x2/6 - 
1, and exp[(?r2/6 - 1)/60] < E. 
Now we consider tike genedogy c)if a~~JT'!, i <j, ezpeeid!y its history &er 
the occurrence of (i, j) as a pivot pair, say it happens in step 
N&j) - 1 = N - 1. 
if (i, j) #]N_l then ai:) = 0, a!fvi+‘) = gj,:), u$z) = 0, aj:+l) = g$), and 
&‘) = h\~$$jh$~) + g!,?, BBS k= N+ l,...,n-2. 
C UO 
( 1 3.15 
Simi!arly for f.$- ‘! 
As a consequence of (3.14) we find for Q&. ‘), rising from 0 = u{z), 
The last upper bound will turn out to be useful in the estimation of E,,_~. 
In contrast, if (i, j) E]&I then g/,7-‘) = 0. Distinct from (3.15), we get 
ajnj- ‘1 from the initial value u{vj: 
(iJ) E_frv-1. (3.17) 
enee, wi 
(i, j) EJN+ (3.19) 
tn- ‘)I! m we introduce 
nxn n - 2, is generated 
ion 3. (3.18) can be written in 
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( ) 3.21 
Proof. VVe write 
to the pivot pairs (Z(i, 
for the 2 x 2 block A\:) of Alk) corresponding 
k)) and (Z(j, k), m(j, k)) with i # j. Then 
A(k+“) = 
a.1 
where 
Pirjjcl - Qi Pja - SirjP Piqja - qi Pj@ - qiqja t i(i,k) 
Pirjfl - pi PjQ! - rirjp PiQiO - ri pjp - riqja + din k) 
3(” - q-l 
40 
for rk < (n - k)/lo. ence I12(k)I)OP < F[l + 3(n - k)-‘/40]~:/7. This 
roves (3.21). 
Proof. y (3.1) and (3.2), ek+l < [I + $(n - k)-l/lO]+ 
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With Theorem 3.6 we get 
n-2 
k~oIIe(k)II, < Tnc[l + -$+z - k)-‘] 
= k=O j=O 
[I + &t -j)_‘l’$ 
where t, = zk”:,2[1 + &(n - k)- ‘1 
that t, satisfies the recurrence relation 
t n+l 
= 1 + 3(” + 1Y’ 
40 
g( n - j)- ’ J2. It is easy to see 
23(n + 1)-i 2t 
55 
n’ 
ith this recurrence reiation it is simple to verify that 
t <%a+1 n.9 * 
ence 
n~211e”‘lj~ < Fr,Tr8 + 1)s. 
k=O g 
y (3.22) the find estimate of E,__~ is obtained in 
WEOREM 3.8. lJfEfj $ (10n)‘‘p, th??2 
en-1 G (Ien + d)Ei/q* 
Substitution of (3.22) in (3.20) gives 
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